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Abstract 
An average case setting for linear problems has been 
s~udied in a series of recent papers. Optimal algorit~ms 
and optimal information ~era obtained for certain probability 
:neasures. 
!."l !~is paper the local average error 0 f algo =i e!'1.'!Is and 
local a'Jerage =adius of information are defined. Using these 
~oncepts, opti~al info~ation and optL~al algorithms ~an be 
:ound for ~cnlinear problems and arbitrary Borel measures. 
1. Introduction 
The average case setting for linear problems is ~tudied 
in [4,7,8]. More precisely, the (global) average error of 
an algorithm and the (global) average radius of information 
are defined and optimal algorithms and information are found 
for certain procability measures. 
!n this paper we define the local average error and 
the local average radius. Analogous concepts occur, for 
example, in statistics, where they are used primarily for 
discrete and finite dimensional problems. Since we are 
primarily interested in infinite dimensional problems, we 
study the local average error and radius in an abstract 
setting. It is often assumed that the local average radius 
is a measurable function. We want to establish rather than 
assume the measurability of ~~e local average radius since 
this is cr~tial to our study. 
We motivate our interest in the local average error and 
the local average radius. These concepts 
(i) lead to formulas '-Nhich, in pri!1ciple. give an 
optimal algorithm and opeimal infc:7.laticn for ::cnlinear 
?roblems and arbitrary Sorel measure. ~ether this 
leads to "practical" formulas depends on the problem. 
(ii) enable us to study any algorithm, in general 
nonrneasurable. The measurability of optimal algorithms 
1 
is proven t not assumed. 
The results reported in this paper are primarily of 
~~eoretical interest. They will be applied to a variety of 
problems in future papers t the flavor of which is discussed 
in Section 6. 
We summarize the contents of the paper. In Sections 
2,3,4 we deal with problems defined on separable Banach 
spaces. This is only for simplicity~ a generalization is 
2 
discussed in Section 5. In Section 2 we recall proper~ies of 
conditional ~easure which are crutial for our study. In 
Section 3 ~e define our basic concepts and prove that the 
local average radius and the local average error of any optimal 
algor~thm are measurable. In Section 4 we illustrate these 
concepts =or an orthogonally invariant measure. We exhibit 
optimal algori thms and optimal infor;nation and ',ole establish 
some impor~ant properties of orthogonally i~variant measures. 
!~ Secticn 5 we generalize all ~esults to the ~ase where the 
error is not necessarily measured by a ncr;n. 
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2. conditional measure. 
In this section we recall the concept of conditional 
~easure which will be needed to define local average errcr 
and local average radius. For simplicity we confine ourself 
to measures defined on separable Banach spaces. A generaliza-
tion is given in Section S. 
Let Fl be a separable Banach space and let u be a 
probability measure defined on !(Fl ), where B(F1 ) is the 
~- field of Sorel sets f loom : l . We shall assume that the 
:neasure " is complete, i. e. ,.J. (B) = 0 i:nplies that every 
subset of 3 is a Borel set. Let ~, 
u ~ _ In 
_'I: r; 1 
n be an operator (nonlinear in general) which maps Fl onto a . 
We shall also assume that ~ is measurable. i.e., 
(2. 1) 
Jefine the measure ~l = ~l(' ,~I as 
(2.2) -1 '.J.1(AI =.J,(N (AI) (= ~ ( ( f: F 1: ~ ( f) €A 1 ) I. 'f .~ 
Then ';'l,=alled t!'le probability distribution of N, is a 
n n probability measure on B(I ), .J.l(l ) = 1, and tells us the 
probability that ~(f) € A. 
n 
For given y € 1 let 
(2.3) -1 V(N,y) ~ N (y) 
From [2, Th. 8.1, p. 141] we know that there exists a unique 
(modulo set of ~l (. ,N) measure zero) family of probability 
:neasures..:. 2 (·\y) = u2('IY,~) defined on !(F l ) such that 
( i ) ":'2 (V(N,y) Iy) = 'J.2(F1 \y) = 1, "1y,a.e. , 
(ii) J.2(BI·) is U,l-measurable, "IB e !(F l ), 
(iii) ..:. (B) = in !.I.:2 (B I y ) u 1 (dy) , 'VB e I(F l ). a 
We shall call ~2 the conditional measure with respect 
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~o N. Note that due to (i) we have ":'2(B ~ V(N.y) \y) = ~2 (BlY) 
and if y t N(B) then 8 ~ V(n,y) = ~ and ~:2 (8\y) = O. Hence 
if N(B) is measurable then (iii) can be rewritten as 
(2.4) 
.:. (B) = S u:2 (B" II (N , y) 1 y) u. 1 (dy) 
N(B) 
= f (S ''':' 2 (d: I y) L 1 (dy) . 
N (B) B ("'IV (n . y) 
Hence u,:2(B ., V(N,y) Iy) tells us the probabili~y (measure) of 
the set 3 under the ,condition that: N(:) = y. '!'his justifies 
the n~~e conditional measure. 
Remark 2.1: In this paper we assume that N maps Fl onto 
n . d 1 Slnce this assumption guarantees the existence an 
uniqueness of the conditional measure ~2(' ly,N). This 
assumption can be weakened since in general one may consider 
any measurable map N: Fl ~ a where H with its c-field is 
a separable standard Borel space (see (2]) or, in parti~~lar, 
where H is a complete separable metric space with I(H) 
as its ~-field. Since for many problems N(F l ) :: In we make 
the above assumption although all our res~lts to be presented 
also hold if N(F1 ) ~ H is not necessarily equal to In. • 
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Let now G,G: Fl ~ 1+, be a measurable nonnegative func-
tion. Then the integral V(~,y)G(f)U2(dfIY) is ul measurable, 
as a =Unction of ¥, and 
(2. 5 ) S 
F 1 
G ( f) '.J. (d f) :: S n(S G ( f) ~ 2 (d fly) } u. 1 (dy) • 
I V(N,y) 
(This can be easily proven by taking G to be a simpl.e ::.lnct:'on, 
G(f) = t. c.~ (f).) The essence of (2.5) is that we first 
~ 1. B. 
~ 
integrate G over all elements from B that have a fixed 
value of ~, N(f) :: y, and next over all values y. 
We illustrate the concept of ccndi~io~al ~easure by the 
following simple example. 
~xamDle: Suppose that Fl :: 1m and that 
follows 
,~ (B) w(f)d f 
m 
is defined as 
lhere d f stands for the m dimensional Lebesgue meaaure) 
m 
for some po_itive function w: am ~ I. such that 1m w(f)dmf ~ 1. 
Then, ~ is a probability measure. Let N(f) = (f1,f2 ,··· ,fn] 
where n < ~ and f = (£l, ... ,f J. To find the measure 
:n 
~l ~ ~l('JN) take an arbitrary set A € 1(1:1). Then 
(2.6) -1 m [~ f ~ 1 (A, ~) ~ ~ (N (A)) 2 IJ. ( (f € .: "'1' •.• , n] ~ A} ) 
·,.Jhere 
(2. 7) 
and [y, f2 J = 
2 
and every f 
( _2 _2 1 t: [ ] Yl""'Y ':1""': .. or every Y = Yl"" ,Y n ~n m 
= [f21 , ... ,f
2 ]. Hence ~1(' ,N) is a weighted 
m-n 
~ebesgue measure with the weigh~ wl defined by (2.7). We now 
f · d (I) (1 N) Ta't..e y ~_ lin and B ... -_ 1111 ('II~) • l.n 'J. 2 . Y = ~ 2 • y,. I'. ... A. ~ • Let 
Observe that B = ~ if Y t ~(B). Then 
2.'1 
= S (J w ( (y , f2] ) d f2 ) d Y 




= ~ w ( y) (S w ( [y ! f J) d .:2 ) d y. 
in 1 8 w1 (y) :n-n n 2, Y 
This gives the formula for ~2(·ly,N). Namely, 
(2.8) = ~ 
a 2,y 




3. Local average error ana local average raaius. 
In this section we define the local average error ana 
local average radius and we study their properties. 
Suppose we want to approximate S(f) where S, called a 
solution ooerator. is a ~easurable operator, S: F .. F 1 2 ' 
and Fl ,F2 are separable Banach spaces with the Borel ~-fields 
E(F1l and S(F2 ) respectively. We assume that we possess 
infor~ation N(f), where ~: Fl ~ .n, called an info~ation 
coerator. satisfies all assumptions from the previous section. 
~en we approxi~ate S(f) by ~(N(f)) where =J called an 
algorithm, is any mapping ~: an .. F2 . 
For t~e reader's convenience we now summarize the basic 
::oticns of the average case setting studied 1:1 (4,7.8). ?or 
qiven and ~, the (global) averaae error of ... 
.." 
is defi~ed 
( 3 . 1) avg e (~, N) 
' .... here is a probability ~easure on E(F 1 ). Cbserve that 
this definition requires the algorithm ... 
.." 
to be error 
~easurable, i.e .. ·:S(.) - ~(N('))112 is a :!1.easurable function 
of f. and therefore ~~e class of algorithms is restricted to 
~~e class, ~ , of error measurable algorithms. Then an 
ooti:nal algori':.hm ::l* is defined by :=* € ~, and 
where ravg(N), called the (global) average radius of ~ is 
given by 




As we shall see in this section the concept of local 
average error enables us to extend the definition of global 
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average error to the class of all algorithms, which ~eans that 
we do ~ot have to restrict ourselves to the class t . 
~ 
For an arbitrary algorithm ~, we define the local average 
error (l.a.e) of ~ as 
(3.2) avg e (~,N,y) 5 2 1/2 =( ~S(f) -~(y)ll'';'2(dfIY)} 
V(N,y) 
'",here '-"2('ly) = '';'2(·\y,N) is the conditi.onal ~easure · .... i':h 
respect to N defined as i~ Section 2. 
is the average value wi th respect ':0 J. 2 (. I y) 0: -:he di.s tance 
I~S (f) - ~ (y) H2 !:Ietween the solution S (f) and the approxi-
:nation el) (y) • Note, t.."'lat 1. a. e. is ' .... ell defined 'for ever'? 
algorithm ~ (not necessarily error :neasurable). !~deed, 
since ~(y) is a fixed element from FZ' the existence of the 
integral (3.2) follows from the measurability of S. However, 
avg h ~ e (~,N .. ) need not be a ~l ~easurable function. T ere_ore, 
lO 
to define the global average error of ~ we proceed as 
follow.. Let 
(3. 3 ) \ I) (In () a vg ( ) 2 d"t (e;:) = H : ~ 1+: H y .2 e e;:) , N. Y 'iy, a. e. , 
and H is ~l ~easurable}. 
Then by the global average error (g.a.e.) of ~ we ~ean 
(3.4) 
avg Otherwise e (~,N) = +=. ~ote that 
now the global average error is well defined for everY 
algori thIn ~. Furthermore, if :;:l is error :neasurab le then 
avg 2 . 
e (:,N,') lS u 1 :neasurable and, due to (2.5) J we have 
( 3 • 5 ) avg 2 S avg 2 e (~ J N) = n e (~ , N. y) ,,", 1 (dy) . 
~ 
!his means for error measurable ~, the definitions (3.4) and 
(3.1) coincide. 
r";e shall say that an algorithm :;:l* that uses ~ i.s 
ootimal iff 
(3.6) avg avg e (~* ,!-t) = inf e (~,N). 
~ 
?urthermore, we shall say that an algorithm =* that uses ~ 




e (ej)*,N,y)· inf e (ej),N,y), 'Vy,a.e. 
~ 
Of course, a strongly optimal algorithm is also optimal. We 
shall prove that the opposite statement is also true. It 
will be also proven that every optimal algorithm is error 
~easurable. Sefore that, we introduce the average radius 0: ~. 
We define the local average radius (l.a.r.) of ~ as 
(3.8) r a vg (N, y) : in f (r 11 5 ( f) 
g€E'2 V(n,y) 
2 1/2 
- g!l ~ 2 (df I y) } • 
Of ::ourse, 
(3.9) avg avg r (N,y) = inf e (o,N,y), 
~ 
which means that ~* is strongly optimal iff eavg(~*,~,y) 
avg 
= r (N,y) fer almost every y. To define the global 
average radius of ~ we need the following lemma. 
Ler!".ma 3. 1: 3.vg 2 The squared local average radius r (N. y) :: = 
, , 1 ~' -1S '';'1 measurao e as a .. unc~:..on :: = y. • 
Proof: We need only ~o prove ~~at for any real number a 
n avg 2 the set S(a) = (y e ~ : r (~,y) > a) is ~l ~easurable. 
For y e ~n let R(y,.): F ~ ~ where 2 + 
R(y,g) = S !IS(f)-9:~2t~2 (dfly)· 
V(N,y) 
avg 2 } Then R(y,.) is continuous and r (N.y) : inf(R(y,g): 9 e F2 . 
Furthermore, 
(3.10) n B(a) = (y I 1 : ~9 € F2 , R(y,g) > a) = 3 (a), 9 
where 3 g (a) = [y € an: R(y,9) > a}. Since F2 is separable, 
~~en ~~ere exists a countable subset G which is dense i~ 
F2 , and, of course, 
(3.11) 3(a) - S (a). 
9 
:'2 
We prove ~~at B(a) = ~ 3 (a). For this purpose take 9 € =2 g€G 9 
and y ~ - g€G 3 g (a). Then R(y,g) 2 a, "'i 9 € G. Since R(y,') 
is ccnti~uous and 9 = lim 
i 
R(y,g) = l~m R(y,gi) 2 a. 
1. 
g. for some 9. € G, we have 
1. 1 
Thus Y € Bg ( a) , "i g € F 2' and 
y ~ B(a). Hence - B (a) - B(a) which ~ith (3.11) v.ields g€G 9 
( 3 • 12 ) 3 (a) = B (a) 
9 
as claimed. Every set B g (a) is '~l measurab le since R (. ,g) is 
measurable for every 
''':'1 g. Hence the set B(a), as an inter-
section of countably many ~ l :-neasurable sets. is also ''':'1 
measurable. This completes the prcof. • 
Remark 3.1: As we shall see, this lemma plays a crucial role 
in the st~dy of optimal algorithms. In the proof, we intention-
ally did not use the fact that =1 and F2 are 3anach spaces. 
:'3 
The only important assumptions are separability of Fl and F2 
and continuity of R(y,·). This will enable us in Section 5 
to generalize all results to the case where Fl and F:2 are 
separable metric spaces. • 
We define the global average radius (g.a.r) of N as 
(3. 13) r avg (N) ( r a'?g ( ):2 } 1/2 ::I I n r N,y J.l(dy) . 
1 
Jue to Lemma 3.1, ravg(N) is well defined. Furthermore we have 
Theorem 3.1: For every N 
( 3. 14) ~ .. avg(N) = . f avg ( ) 
_ In e ::' N • 
. :: 
If ravg(N) is finite then 
(i) an algorithm :: is optimal iff :: is strongly 
optimal, and 
(ii) every optimal algorithm ... 
-' 
is er=or ~easurable . 
or :neasurable. 
-1 • 
Proof: We begin with (3.14). Let 
avg 2 R ::I inf e (::,N). 
:: 
Since, avg 2 R 2 r (N), to prove (3.14) we need only to show that 
R ~ :' a vg (N) 2 . For positive let ~ be an algorithm such 
3 
'Vy € In (a. e.). Of course 
d du 3.vg 2 such alqorithm exists an, e to Lemma 3.1, e (~,N) 
= r
avg (N)2 + 6. Hence r3.Vq {N)2 + ~ 2 R. Since ~ is 
3.vg 2 
arbitrary, this means that R ~ r (N) which completes ~~e 
proof of (3.14). 
Suppose now that r av9 (N) < +=. Since every strongly 
optimal algorithm is optimal, we need only to prove that 
1 • 
-"t 
optimality of ~ implies strong optimality. To show this lec 
r n avg 3.vg} P = .Y € i. : e (~,~,y) > r (N,y). 
~~e prove that the set P is '.1'1 measurable and that its 
measure is zero. Indeed, :or i = 1,2, ... let 
Q . = ( y ~ WI :1 a vg ( ) 2 a vg ( ) 2 1 } ~ ~ e ~,N,y 2 r N,y + ~ . 1 1 Then Q. ::: Q. 1 1 l+ 
00 
and ... i = 1 0 i = P. Due to (3.3), there exists 3. sequence (~ } 
.< 
avg 2 
of .-'- 1 measurable functions such that ~ (y) 2 e (~J~' y) 




n avg 2 0i,k = (y € 2 : ~(y) 2 r (N,y) 
-..'I..en Q ~ and Q - '% = ... :10 Q. n=serle new ':ha1: 
.H • _. • - l:"'. ',"'=1 ,.-1 .,l. 1. 1 " .<.l. 
2 r avg (N)2 + limS ~ 'J.l(dy) = 
- 1. k P. 
1 
1 --~ 
which means that 'J,1 (i\) :: O. Since 0i ~ 'i and 1J,1 is complete 
(the completenesl of ~ 1 follows from the completeness of ,~), 
then Qt is ~l measurable and ~l (Oi) = O. This implies that 
:0 
also P =-~=l 0i is measurable and ~l(P) :: 0, as claimed. This 
avg avg u n ~eans that a (~,N,y):: r (N,y), vy € ~ (a.a.), which 
proves that = is strongly optimal. 
We now prove that for every optimal algorithm 
::5(') - :l(N('»1I 2 is ~-measurable. Indeed, since optimality 
of avg 2 implies strong optimality, then e (:l,N,y) 
avg 2 avg 2 
= r (N, y). Hence e (~J N, • ) is 'J.l ~easura.ble and 
avg 2 
e (~,N) avg 2 e (~ , N , Y ) ~ 1 (dy) 
= I!S(f) - :l(N(f»,!2_(df) 
":' 
. 1 
'Nhich :':'leans that :: S ( . ) -~ (N' ( • ) ) I! 2 is 'J.. ::Ieasurable.rhis 
j, 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. • 
Due to (3.14) we can see that the definition (3.13) 0= 
global average radius coincides with that :rom papers cited 
at the beginning of this section. :'.lr":.!1e~~ore ',..Ie do ~ot :'1ave 
th .. l' - avg ( ) 2. . . to assume e measura.ol. 1. t.y 0 I: r N, . ,S l.:'lce ':nl.S is a 
conclusion. We can also conclude that i:1 -:he average case 
model every optimal algorithm is strongly optimal unless the 
radius ravq(N) is infinite. The assumption that ravg(N) < +~ 
is cr~tial since, as we shall see in the following example, 
there exists an optimal algorithm ~ which is not strongly 
optimal if ravq(N) = ~. 
SXample 3.1: Suppose that :1 is a separable Hilb.rt space 
with an orthonormal basis nl "2"" • Let be so that 
16 
Then is concentrated on 
2 4 
the set [21"1,2 'i 2 , ... }. Let S ~ I and N(f) = (:"1)' It 
should be obvious that for every algorithm ~, 
avg( )2 2-1fl!"I21"11_~(1)112 co "I-1<11"1 2k u2 e Q , N = • I I.., + i1< =:2. • 'k - ~ (0) 1\ 
= +<0. 
This means that 
+<c , 
and everj algori~~ is optimal. consider new an algorithm 
~*, :,:)*(y) = 0, 'Yy € I.. Then i.ts local average error is 
a vg 2 = !1 22 .... '1 2 = e (:l*,N,l) , l' 4 avg 2 2 > ° =:: (N,l). 
-1 
since ~1([1)) = 2 > 0, then the algorithm :.:l~ i.s not strongly 
optimal, although it is optimal. • 
~e now show hew all t~ese concep~s can ~e simplified ~y 
assuming ~hat =2 is a Hilbert space and 
Let m = m(S,y), called the conditional mean element of S, 
~e defined by 
(3. 15) (m,q) ::a S (5 (f) ,q)~2 (dfly), 
Fl 
The exiatence and uniqueness of m for almost every y 
follows from the fact t..~at S t1Sfll~(df) ~ ~ !!SfIl 2J,(df). 
: 1 ~ 1 
For an error measurable a190rithm, 
~ ::S (f) !12u,2 (dfly) 2 - 2(m(S,y),~(y» = + I~~ (y) il 
Fl 
17 
~l ::S (f) 11 2 :J.2 (dfly) 2 + 11~ (y) = - 11 m (S, y) !I - m(S,y)1I 
Hence 
.2 g ':S(f)I~2J.2(df1Y) - '!m(S,Y)~12 
Fl 
== S I/S(f) - m(sJy)~!2U.2(df\Y). 
Fl 
_
_ . avg(N,y)2 = . f avg 2 
, ~n e (~J~'Y) 
= S ';S(f) - m(s.y)!:2';'2( df lY)' 
Fl 
We summarize this in 
Theorem 3.2: Let F2 be a Hilbert space. Then the unique 
optimal algorithm ~* is given by 
2 
18 
(l.16) =*(Y) =m(S,Y), 








n 1 (a.e.), 
We end this section by defining optimal information oper-
ator. Until now, the information operator ~ was fixed and 
we were looking for an optimal algorithm that uses N. Suppose 
that ',ye ~lary information. What is "optimal" infor.nation? 
More precisely, as in [5,6] let y be a class of ~unctionals 
L, L: F 1 ~ I. We assume that e'/ery L rrcr:! 'f is :r.easurable. 
:or an i!'l~eger n, let '¥ (n) be ~he -:lass of all in:o~ation 
operators n ..... N, N: Fl - 1 , sucn t~.at 
(3.19) N (f) = (L (f), ••• , L (f) 1 
n n 
for some L ~ ''J Then, roughly speaking, 'r (n) consists 0 f i -- ~. 
all information operators of cardinality n which can be used 
to solve our problem S. 
;'le define the n- th minimal coverage radius (for the 
c las. 'f (n) ) a. 
(3.20) avq r (n,'y(n)) os inf 
N€y(n} 
19 
Then b1 an n-th optimal information operator (in the class ';;(:'1)) 
< 
we mean any information operator N'* € 'f (n) such that 
(3.21) r a vq (N'*) os r a vq (n, 't' (n) } • 
Of course, n-th optimal information N* has the smallest radius 
among all information of the same cardinality and an opti~al 
algorithm ~* that uses N* has the smallest error amonq all 
algorithms that use any i~formation operator of cardinality n. 
20 
4. Orthogonally invariant measure. 
In thi. section w. study optimal algorithms and optimal 
linear information operators assuming that the measure is 
orthogonally invariant. We first present the definition of 
orthogonal invariant measures with their basic properties. See 
(8) for a more detailed discussion. In 5u~section 4.1 we 
exhibit ~~rther properties of orthogonal invariant ~easures. 
In Subsection 4.2 we apply these properties to linear problems,. 
and in Subsection 4.3 we apply them to the pro~lem S (f) = '1 flJ2 
which is an example of a nonlinear problem. 
Through this section we shall assume that F 1 is a 
separa~le Hilbert space and that ~ ':f:\2u. (df) < =. Without 
- 1 
loss of generality we can assume that the mean element ~ of 
the measure , 
... 
is zero and that 
" ~ (f,x)2~(df) > 0 unle:s 
- 1 
x = O. Recall ~~at the mean element of 'J. is defined by 
(m , x) = S (f,x)u. (df). ::" Let S be the ccvarian~ ceerator of 
.J, 
..!. J i. e. , 
(4. 1) 
. 1 







(f,x) (f.z),J. (df), 
Of course, S is a linear self-adjoint, posi:ive definite 
operator with :i:1ite trace. 
We present che definition of or tho genal invariance. 
(For a more detailed discussion see [8J.) We say that 
orthogonally invariant iff 
is 
-21 
(4.2) 1.1 (OB) 2 u. (B) 
for every Borel set B € I(F1) ana any linear mapping 0, 
... F l , of the form 
(4.3) k Of 2 2 r;-l (f,i.)S .... - f 
-- 1;J. 1 
for any k :2 0 and any ". such that (5 'r.,.,.) :: ~ .. ' Every 
1 '.J. 1 J lJ 
operator 0 of the form (4.3) satisfies 
(4.4) 00 :: I 
and 
(4. 5) '10 f11 = II fl! ' 
, ." 'I, " 




where l\f!!" = J(f,f)" and (f,f)" :: (5- 1 f,f) is an inner product 
J. 
in the Hilbert space S,,.. (F 1) (see (8 1). Hence 0 is an 
orthogonal mapping in S (F l ). This justifies the name or~~o-~ -
genal invariance. 
orthogonally invarian~ ~easures have very i:':'lpor-:ant and 
interesting properties st~dies in [8J. ~ere we exhibit 
further properties given in te~s ef ce~diticnal measures of 
Let N, N: :', ~ In, be a linear continuous in=or.naticn 
... 
operator. ~ithout loss of generality we can assume that 
(4.6) N(f) = [(f,'l)' .... (f,T\n)]' where 
(S ".,".) :: ~ ... 
J. l) 1) 
ti i, j = 1,2, ... , n. 
22 
Then card(N) = n and N(F l ) = In. Let y = [Y1J¥2 J '" .yn] € .n. 
Recall that by a spline element interpolating y with re9~ect 
to N (or briefly spline) we mean an element .~ (y, N) such that 
(4.7) n ::-{y,N) = >". 1 y.S ". 
-1.= 1. ~ 1. 
Of course. N(~{y,N» = y and 
-1 V(N,y) = N (y) = a(y,N) + ker N. 
We now present some properties of orthogonally invariant 
:neasures. 
4.1 ?ro~er~ies of orthogo~ally invariant measures. 
defined as in Section 2. 
~eorem 4.1: Let 
" 
... 
be or~~cgcnally invariant. 
(i) :.et Nl and N2 be of ~"1e f::::r.n (4.6), If ~ard(~l) 
= card(N2 ) then 
(ii) Let N be of the form (4.6) '<lJith card(N) = n. 
~en the :nean element m N,y of t.'1e measure '':'2 (. I y, n) is 
n 
'rjy n ) ~,y = O'(y,N) = >". 1 y. S 11., ~ 1 (a.e .. -l= 1. '-l. 1. 
(iii) ?In, Jh: In ... 1+, h-measurable, liN of the form 
(4.6) with c~rd(N) ~ n: 
S = h (y) • (I - er ) S (I - a'* ) N,y N ~ N 
is the correlation operator of the measure 1J.2 (. \y,N), 
~y e ~n(a.e.). Furthermore 
~ h (y) '.J, 1 (dy J N) = 1. 
:in 
Here eN: Fl ~ Fl is a linear operator defined by 
=N(f) = ~(N(f) .N). • 
Proof: See appendix. • 
Recall that the correlation operator of a ~easure A 
is defined to be the covariance operator ·of the translated 
measure r, t(A) = A(A-m A), or equivalently an operator 
(4.8) 
~ =-1 such that 
(S x,z) 
c 
(f-m ,x) (f-m ,z) A(df). A \. 
where mA is the mean element ~f \. 
v x, Z _ :' 
- , . 
~ 
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Theorem 4.1 states that ?:he measure";'l(' ,N) is independent 
of N. It depends only on the cardinality of N. Hence 
~l (. ,N) = ~l (.) for some measure on ~(~n). From (ii) He know 
that the mean element of J.2(· \y,N) is spline =(y,N) and from 
(iii) He know that, regardless of the constant ~(y), ~~e 
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conditional :ueasure 'J,2 (. \y,N) has the same correlation 
n 
operator for almost every Y e 1 . 
!t is shown in (7] that the Gaussian measures are crtho-
gonally invariant. We now study ~~eir conditional measures. 
Recall that by a Gaussian measure on a Hilbert space Fl 
we mean a measure ~ such ~~at 
(4.9) r ei(f,X)'(df) = (' ( ) 1('1\'" )} i ~ exp L a,x -2 nA,X , 
C l 
(i =r-i), 
where A: 21 - ~1 is a self-adjoint nonnegative definite 
cpera,=or with :ini te trace and a is an element of F l' (The 
:eft hand side of (4,9) is called the characteristic functional 
of and is denoted by ~~(X).) Then the mean element m A. 
of A. is given by 
(4.10) m = a 
\ 
and the correlation operator 5_, by 
(4.11) 
(see (1,2,3]), 
Suppose new that is the Gaussian measure with ~ean 
element zero and covariance operator S which is positi'le 
'J, 
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definite. (Ob.erve that m ~ 0 implies 5 = 5.) This is 
:J, ... C 
equi valent to the fact that 
(4. 12 ) l:' • 
- 1 . 
d 
(f,x) ~ d}) ~ 1 J 
~ -= x 




eX'O (--) dt 
- 2 ' O'x 
'!'heorem 4.2: Let u. be the Gaussian measure with ~ean 
element zero and ?ositive definite covariance operator 5 . 
Then for every i~fo~ation operator N of ~~e form (4.6) 
with card(N) = n we have 
(i) ';'1 = '';'1 (. IN') is the Gaussian measure on.B(l.n ) ·...,ith 
~ean element zero and covariance operator 51 = I, i.e. I 
.;. 1 (A) = 1 
(ii) ';'2(· \y,N) is the Gaussian measure on 21 with ~ean 
element m ::a a(YJ~) and correla~ion ~perator N,y 
• 
?roof: Since the proof is very simple, we only sketch it. 
prove (i),- it is enough (due to (4.12» to show that 
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for every set A of the form A ~ (y € In: (y,a) ~ d2 }. This 
1 follows :rom t.~e fact that U,l(A) ~ 'u.(N (A)) = 1.J.(f € E'l: (f,g) 
n ~ d} where g ~ g(a) = ri=l a i ni . 
To prove (ii) it is enough to show that for A2 defined 
as in (ii) the characteristic functional of is equal 
Since characteristic functional defines measure uniquely and 
since conditional measure is determined uniquely, we have 
'"" 2 ~ A2 'which proves the theorem. • 
Saving established properties of orthogonally invariant 
measures we study optimal algori~~ms and opti~al linear 
i~for.nation operators for certain problems. ~e begin with 
4.2 Linear Problems 
Suppose that S: Fl - 22 is a continuous li:learoperator 
and that E'2 is a separable Hil~ert space. :~om Theorem 3.2 
we know that for every i~formation operator ~ ~he cpci~al 
algorithm ~* is of the form 
~*(y) :: m(S,y) 
where m(S,y) is the conditional mean element of S, i.e., 
(4. 13) (m(s,y) ,x) ~ S (S(f) ,x)U,2 (dfly,N), 
F1 
Since S is now linear and Fl ,F2 are Hilbert spaces then 
(4.13) can be rewritten as 
(m(S,y) ,x) :: f (f,S*x)U,2 (df\y,N) 
Fl 
:: (mu ,S*x) :: (Sm
u 
,x), 
.. ~ , y -~, y 
where m is the mean elem~~t of ~~e conditional measure N,y 
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This implies that m(S,y) a Sm and the opti~al 
~,y 
algorithm is given by 
(4. 14) ~* (y) = Sm._ • ~,y 
Taking an crthono~al basis h1 ,h2 , ... of F2 we get 
(4. 15) avg 2 r (N,y) :: 
:Il 
:: i:. 1 (S,,. S*h .. S*h.) = -:race(SS S*) 
l= _~,y :. l ~,y 
and 
(4. 16 ) avg 2 ~r r (N):: trace(SSN S*)U.l(dy,~), 
n I. ,y 1 
where SN is a correlation operator of ~2(' IY,~). 
- rY 
Suppose now that is:rthogonally invariant and ~ is 
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of the form (4.6). Then due to Theorem 4.1 (ii), ~* is the 
sp1in. algorithm, i.e., 
(4.17) n !:*(y) =- SO'(y,N) =- L. 1 y.SS .,. 
l.=- l. ~l. 
and due to Theorem 4.1 (iii) 
(4. 18) 
.. h(y)trace(S(I-.~ )5 (I-O'*)S*). 
N 1..0 N 
From this and from Theorem 4.2 we get 
corollarv 4.1: If is a Gaussian ~ea!ure ~~en :or al~o!t 
n 
every y ~ 2,. 
avg avg 
:: (N,y) = ron. • 
The optimality of the spline algorlthm 'Nas established in [iJ 
without ~sing the concept of local error and/or local radius. 
:n [7J ar.d (8] there is a si~ple :o~ula or. ~~e global ::adi~s 
operator is gi'len. ~amely for gi'/en ~I. N(t) = [(:.-1) ..... (:.-:1)1 
(S ".,-.) = ~ .. , Vi.j = 1.2, ... 
.;. 1 J 1J 
:'hen 
This and (4.18) give immediately 
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(4.19) 
~ur~~e~ore l'f - - - are el.'genvectors of (Ssl/2)*(Ssl/2) l: _.....H , .. 1 ' ~ 2 ' . . . '~n 
'..I ~ 
cor=esponding to the maximal eigenvalues, ~~en 
(4.20) -1/2 r' = S ~ , , 1... J 1 
is nth optimal among all linear information operators. Hence 
(4.21) = a vg (n, '¥ (n» = r a vg (N'* ) 
n 
=J ~:o "ss 1/2.. '12 
"'l=n+l" ..:. "i ' 
where 1 is the class of continuous linear functionals. 
~e new proceed to ancther problem, which serves as a simple 
example of a nonlinear prcblem. 
4.3 Norm evaluation problem. 
(4.22) S (f) = 'I ':112 ~ q • 
:1I.easure 
i. e. , 
is orthogonally i~variant and We assume that the 
~ 'I tIl 4~ (df) < +00. 
~ I Let N be of the for~ (4.6), i.e., 
. 1 
N(f) = ((f'~l), .... (f,'I'\n)J with (5 '1",,"".) = ~'" Since 
'J, 1 J lJ 
F2 = 1, F2 is a Hilbert space and we can apply Theorem 3.2. 
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For this purpose we need to calculate m(S,y), 
= trace S + 11m '1 2 . ~,y' ~,yl 
Since ,. 
-
is orthogonally invariant then, due to Theorem 4.1, 
'Ne conclude that 
~ence the cpti~al algcrithm ~* is of the for~ 
(4.23) 
The local radius of ~ is 
(4.24) avg r (N,y) 
and global radius of ~ is 
(4.24) avg S 4 S 2 ,1/2 r (~) = r :1 fll ... (df) - (~* (y)) .~ 1 (dy) J • 
Fl In 
~e now calculate ravg(~) assuming that is Gaussian. 
We begin with the followinq inteqra1. 
Recall that now h(y) :I 1, \ly(a.e.), and IJo1 is the Gaussian 
measure with mean zero and covariance operator I. Denote 
::0 " ,,2 A = r. ld S "".11 . l=n+ .J. 1 
+ Uc(y,N)q4 then 
It is easy to see that 
n 11 112 
I:. 1115 n.;j 
1= u. 1 
and that 
r " ( ) ,,4 (d J n "~ y, N ,I .J. L y) 
1 
:1-1 n ) \ 2 
+ 2I:. 1L .>, y"y J, (S "'1' ,S "'J' J J,1 (dy) 1= J 1 _ :.;. -
'r\ 'IS '14f 4 
= : i= l' u. "': i 1 n Y iJ. 1 (dy) 
1 
2 _:1-1_:1 'IS '1 2 ,,_ 1t2f 2 2 (d) + ~ . ' .., ~., ,I Y Y Y i=l-j>i l ,..:. i" " _ J" in i j.J.l 
n-1 n r 2 2 
+ 4 I: . 1 L '>' (S "'" S ",) J Y; Y J' J. 1 (dy), 
1= J 1 'J, 1 - J ion .. -
Since for Gaussian measure ":'1' tnY~.J.1(dY) = 3 
~ nY~Y~~l(dY) = 1 (i ~ j), then 
1 1 J 
and 
3 L 
r 4 n I' 114 n-l ... n" , 2 'I • 2 in II 0' (Y J N) II u 1 (dy) :r 3 t i:r 1 " S u. 11 i 1 .;. 2 t i:l 1 ~ j ) i ; I 5 u. "\ ~ . i S u. 11 j ,I 
n-l n· 2 
.;. 4t. lr.). (5 '1.,5 ':i.) 
l= J 1 u. l u. J 
n, 2 2 n 2 
:I 0:. -1 t! 5 T1. II) .;. 2 t . . 1 (5 n., 5 Ti.) 
l- u. l l, J = .. l ;.0 J 
This :neans that 
_ n II 112) 2 n ( ) 2 Ii - (l\ + E. 1,5 Tl.. .;. 2t .. 151'1.,5 n. 
l= u. l' l,)= u. 1. U. J 
= (trace 5 )2 .;. 2r~ . 1(5 ~.,5 n.)2. 
:..I. l,):1 U. l. u. ) 
'"r<le new calculate 
" I2 :I J ~:fH4:..1.(df). 
":' 
- 1 
:'et e 1 ,e2 , ... oe eigenvec,=orso: t.he operator 5 , 
and 5 e. = \. e .. 
..:. 1 1 1 
Since !lf1l4 = [t:=1(f,e i )2}2 
_ .... :0 r 4 
- ..... l(-,e.) 
1= 1 
:0 2 2 
.;. 22:. lr .. (f,e.) (f.e.) . ':hen 
l= )1 1. ) 
~ 
"e. \1 = 1 
, l" 
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:0 S 4 I2 = =i=l (f,e i ) 'u.(df) .;. 2 ,::0, i, (~ e )2(; ... )2 (,..lr-) !.... 1~')' '..J -.. -,-. I ....... 1= J l~ l J-1:' 
.. 1 =1 
To calculate £ (f,e
l
. )4 .. (df) take ~; (f) = (f.e;/~). 
- 1 -
now ul(·,N i ) and ":'2(·\y,N L) be the decompcsi,=ion of J, 
!..et 
corresl)Onding to ~.. S inca ~. is c f t.~e for:'n (4.6) (· .... i th c ard (~11' ) 
- 1 1 -
= 1), then due to theorem 4.2 ~e get 
,,, 4-
\ (f,e.), (df) U l-
":' 
- 1 
2 r r:- 4 2S 4 
= L J (f,e./,;...) J,(df) = 3\. t·.J.l(dt,~,) 
1 Fl l 1 1 1 -
= 3 L 2 :I 3:1 S e. 112 • 
1 . 'J, l' 
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! 2 = 3 r ~ ill S e, :1 2 + 2 t ~ it, > ' ',' S e, 11 11, S e. "I 
1= 01 ..:. 1. 1= J 1. '..:. 1." J, J' 
2 ~:I) "s '12. ( ~ }2 = '-; -1" e1.' I • trace::;, . 
-- ..:. ..:. 
avg 2 " avg 2 Since r (N) =!2 - ! l' thl.! Y1.e1ds that r (N) 
- 2['\':O "s ... :1 2 _:"l. (S )2} 11 h 
- ~'-11' -'. r·· 1 -.,5 ":. . Reca t at 1- ..:. 1. 1.,J= 'J. 1. '..lo J 
(S -.,"'.) = t ..• This means that - - - == 51/ 2 ;-, form 
..:. 1. J -1.J~' • '''l''.2'···'"''i ..:. 1. 
an orthonormal system for the space P1 and therefore 
_:0 ".... tl2 
,-. 1~ e'l' = 1= " ..:. 1. 
~::o ~:o ~ ~ 2 
'-; -1':'" 1 (::;, e. '1't..) 
... - ;.<;.=..:. 1. ..... 
as 'N~ 11 as (5 -:"',,5 _.)2 = 
..:. 1. ..:. J 
2 (5 .. -.,",) , 
.,;. 1. - J 
(4.26) t:.2 (,\,:"l. _;0 (c: .... ,2 
= '" ~ - -, -1'- ' - 1"" .. ~ , - . ) i(- J -n+.;, "" J 
From (4.26) it fo11o~s that 
.. _:xl,,,,, .. 12 1:'/2 
~<=r.+l ;: -:< .. 
avg()2 :c " .. ,,2 ( 2) _n 11 ,,, '12: 
r N 22r, 1 s"'" = 2 trace(S - 2.- =l"S_,"k' " ;.<;.=n+ . ..:. .< ,,-)< 
It is well known, see e.g, [7], that 
where e
l
, ... ,en correspond to ~~e maximal eigenvalues of S_, 




~'* ( f ) = [( f , :' *1) J • • • , (f, r'* ) ] , 
n n 
-*1.' = e.I..JL. 
1. 1. 
::0 2 
= 2 ~=n+1 "k = avg ( ) 2 r N'*. n 
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This shows that ~'* is nth opti~al among all linear information 
n 
cpera':ors and 








5. General proble~. 
In the previous sections we studied an average case model 
for problems defined on separable Banach spaces wieh error 
criterion: 
:: S (f) - ~ (N (f) ):1 - small on the average. 
of course, this is not the only interestl.:lg error criterion 
and ~erefore average case analysis should be applied to a 
wider class of problems. In this section we briefly disc~ss 
some generalizations. 
As in (5], consider a problem defined as follows: given 
toNO sets F, and F 2 and a f' .. mction 
construct an element 9 = g(E) ~ F2 such that d~st(f.;) is 
small, "if ~ Fl' The function di.s t serves as an errorcri ":erio:". 
and for problems studied in t!"le previous sect~ons dise(f.g) 
= liS (f) - gIl. In general dist need not ~e a :netric ~ the 
name "distil is chosen to be :nggestive. !~ the werst case 




-e(~JN) = sup dist(f,~(N(f»). 
f~Fl 
!n the average case medel, ~,e average error is defined :-y 
where ~ is a given probability measure on =1' 
~ is error measurable (i.e. dist2(f,~(N(f))) is 
as suming that 
J, :neasur-
able). Of course, the same issues arise as in Section 3 but 
all of ~~em can be dealt with in a similar way under some 
additional assumptions. For example, if Fl is a separable 
metric space, M: Fl ~ N(F1) = a is measurable and H is a 
separable :netric space ':hen tne :neasures :Jol and :.J.2 (. lYJ~) 
exist (see [2, Th. S.l p. 141)). If additionally, =2 is a 
separable :netric space, dist2 (. ,g) is measurable for every 
g ~ =2 and dist2 (f,·) is continuous for almost every f E Fl , 
then ~he s~~ared local radius ravg(~,.)2 is J.l measurable, 
09~i:nality is equivalent to strong opti:nality etc. Since :or 
every COu.I1table set F there exists a :netric '.meer which ::"1 
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is s eparab le, all discrete prob lems satis fy t!le above as sump~:'=r".s. 
~-1e end this section by an example for w:,icn dist (f. g) 
cannot be defined by any norm or even any :netric. 
Function minimum ~roblem: Suppose Fl is a ~ilbert s9ace of 
=ontinuous functions, f: [0,1) 4 I. In addi~ion assume ~ha~ 
=1 is e~~ipped with a reproducing kernel. This mear.s that 





consider now the followilq problem. Given y = ~(f)J ~onstr~ct 
~(y) € [0,11 such that 
If(~(y)) \ is small on the average. 
This problem cannot be defined as in Section 3 since 
If(o(y))\ ~ ilS(f) - o(y)1l for any operator S. However lettir.g 
dis t ( f, g) :a I f (q) I, V f € F l' "g € F 2 :I [0, 1] , 
'Ne have 
avg 
e b,~) dist2 (f. o (N (f)))u, (df) }1/2 
Fl 
= (S 1 f (~(N (f) ) ) \ 2,J. (df) } 1/2. 
Fl 
Let :.l2 (. t y,~) be the condi tional ::'Ieasure. Then 




avg 2 Since f(x) :I (f,~ ) then the squared local radi~s r (N.·) 
x 
is ~1 measurable. Hence 
ravg(N) = (r I n 
B. 
is well defined and 
avg ( ) 2. (d )} 1/2 
r N'Y""l Y 
r avg(N) . f avg( ) ::z Jon e CD J N • 
~ 
avg 2 We now calculate r (N,yJ. 
(5. 2 ) 3.vg 2 in: r \ : (x) \2 oJ. 2 (df I y J~) r (~,y) = 
x£ [0 J 1] F 1 
inf r 2 = (f,~x) ~2(df\y,N) 
x£[O,lJ Fl 
i!'l.f ( (SN, y~xJ ;x) 2 = + (m~ J;) } 
x£ [0, 1] . ,y x 
where S~T is the correlation operator and m is the mean 
.'i, j ~,y 
elemen~ of "'"2(' \y,~). 
Suppose n:::w that J. is orthogonally invariant and that 
N is linear. ~';it..'1out loss of generality we can assume that 
N(:) = [(f,-,) .... ,(f .... l] ',yhere (S -.,-) = 3 .. , and due ~o 
.. :1 J. 1. J lJ 
Theorem 4.1 we ~ave 
( 5 . 3 ) avg 2 -= (N,y) = 
= 
in f (h (y) ( (S : ,: ) - ~ ~ 1 (S :: J - • 1 :: . 
. 'X'X l= . -x 1 
x€ [0,1] 
~ 2 inf (h(y)i:;. 1«5 -.)(x)) 
. l=n+ . 1 
x€[O,l] 
2 , 
+ (=(y,N)(X)) : 
where .3 ks ~~e covariance operator of , 
-
and .:- (y, N) 
= ~(y,N) (.) _ F" as always, denotes the spline element 
... 
interpolati!1g y wi~h respect to N. • 
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5. Concluding Remarks. 
Aa we mentioned in ~~e Introduction, all ~esults re?o=~ed 
i~ ~~i! paper are primarily of theoretical interest. T~ey 
will be applied to a variety of problems some of them we 
discuss now. 
(i) Adaotion Versus ~onadaotion: In this paper (specially 
in Sections 4 and 5) we assumed that N is nonadaotive, i.e., 
N(f) ~ ((f'~l)"'" (f,nn)] where 'n i are chosen a priori. A 
.,ery i:r.portant qeneralization is adaptive information where 
~i depends on previously computed information 
In a recent paper (8] it is proven 
':.'1 a t adaoti 'Ie in=::~a tion is not more powerful than :1onadapti ve 
assuming that S is linear and _ is or~~ogonally invariant. 
T~e concept of local average ~adius studied here enables us 
to generalize this result for S ~ct necessarily linear and 
~c~ ~ecessarily cr~'1ogonally in'lariant. 
(ii) ASymptotic-Prcbabilistic case ~odel: In this paper we 
considered the following approach. Given N, Slf) is approxi-
~ated by ~(Nlf)), :lence is f~xed and independent 
of ~ :n practice however, we '..1se very often a different 
approach which can be characterized as follows: given sequences 
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(N } and (= }, we approximate 
n n 
by ~ (N (f» where the 
.... :1 n 
index n a n(f) is choosen depending on some termination proce-
dure T. In the asymptotic-probabilistic model we want to 
find [N*J,[=*) and T* such that with a large probability 
n n 
~*(N*(f» a~~roximates S(f) with a small error and the cost 
'"'n n -. 
of evaluating ~* (N*(f» is minimal. 
-n n 
(iii) Stochastic Information: In this paper we assumed ~ to 
be exact, i.e., given f, we know y ~ N(f) exactly. In 
practice we often have a different situation. Instead of 
y = ~(f) we know z = y + ~ where the error c is a random 
variable depending on y. We will study such information 
using the results reported here. 
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Appendix. 
We prove Theorem 40 1. We begin wi th 
Lemma A.l: 
[(f'~l),ooo,(f,~)] where (S ,:.,;.) 2 (S '71.,71.) = ~ ... 
n J, 1. J ,~1. J 1) 
Then there exists a linear one-to-one mapping Q, 0: Fl ~ =1' 
such that 
(A. 1) 
(A. 2 ) -1 ,.;.{Q 3) = ,..:.(B), 
(A. 3 ) 
?rcc f: r.et _ . ( 1/2_ 1/2_ 1/2 1/2~ I 
... X - ll.n S l' 0 • 0 , S " S , l' .. 0 , S " . 
u. - 'J. -n J. u. n 
Let 
? = dim X. Of course p € [n,2n] 0 There exist elements 
:" so that (S 1/2 - ; P and 
- -1 .,:i J i=l 
.. 
- -., "'" 
- 1""". I 1,···,d n+ p n+ p 
r-1/2_~? are orthonormal basises of ;:, .. ' 1 
'..:. 'l 1= 
X. ~efine ~e ~appi~g 
= <:",P (S 1/2.., _1/2 _ ) S 1/2 .. 
.... 1 " J..J .. • .. • J 
l= :..!t 1< '.,!. l...l. :. 
',ye get 
'." = r~ 1 ('\ ,S ... ):. and 
"'0 1.= l< ..:. 'l 1 
(A. 4) ':I ':I = ~ ni1 = Z;-: 1 ('n k , S i'.)'. + [-: 1 (-:k' S :.)". -"', .k k l= u. 1. 1 1.= ... 1 -1. l< 
:or k = 1,2,. o. ,po ~e define the mapping 0 as 
Q f ~ Ef* f = t~ 1 ( f , ~ . ) s ( 11. + ,.) - f. 
12 1 U. 1 1 
To prove (A.l) note that N1 = N20 is equivalent to 
(f'~k) = (Of'~k) = (f,O*nk ) = (f,H~k)' This holds since 
H~k = 'k (see (A.4». 
To prove (ii) ~e decompose H as 
'""here H1f = L~ l(f,sl/2(i1. + ~ ... »Sl/2~. - f. Note that 
1=.. 1 1 ... '1 
H sl/2(:,) = 5 1/ 2 (: ) and therefore s-1/2(H 5 1/ 2 ) is well 
1,J. -..:. 1 u. 1 ... 
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defined. Let X~ be an orthogonal complement of X, :1 = X ~ X~. 
Then f ~ X~ implies (f,Sl/2~.) = 
u. 1 
(A. 5 ) H1 f = - f. '1 f € X~. 
~rom (A.3) we have 
(f.Sl/2~.) = 0 and 
u. "1 
= sl/2~ 
,,'!.J k = 1,2, ... ,? 
J. l\, 
Thus H1 as well as -H1 restric~ed to X are ~rthcgcnal ~appi~gs 
onto X. We decompose -H1 :'n X usil".g a Householder -:=3.:1S-
formation, i. e. , there exist elements x. ~ X such ~hat x. = 0 
1 1 
(A. 6) 'Vf € X. 
where D. = ! - 2x. ~ x.. Here x ~ y denotes the linear operator 
1 1 1 
such that (x~y)(f) a (y J f) x. Since ( f, x. ) l = 0 for 
we get 0lD2· .... Op f = f. Thus, (A. 6) holds also for 
due to (A. 5) • Hence we proved that Hl :: -D1 D2 ' .••. Dp 
H = _5- 1/ 2 D D· ... ·O 5 1/2 
~ 1 2 P :J, 
where Q~ ! 2h. S h. and h. -1/2 Observe = - ~ :: S x .. l l 
'"' 
1. l ~ 1. 
Q. = I - 25 h. ~ h .. Thus ·.,.e get 1. l 1. 
.... 
-.I. = -Q Q .•••. Ql' P p-l 
-1 Note that Q. = Q;. Thus Q is one-to-one and 
1. 
Q . p 
f 
€ 
X ... , 
f ~ X'" 
and 
':..'1 a t 
The orthogonal invariance of yields _ (Q:8) = -" (8) = ~ (-3) 
for any 3crel set 3 of Fl' We have therefore 
= ... = .~ (B) 
which proves (A.2). 
To prove (A.3) take -2(' \y) defined by 
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Th en ~ 2 (V (N:2 ' y) I y ) = 'J, 2 (V (N 1 ' y) I y , N 1) ~ 1, V y 
=2(BI') is measurable, and 
n 
€ 1 (a. e. ) I 
.;. (3) :: u. (0- 18) :: ~n 'U,2 (0-lS!y,N1)r';'1 (dy) 
a 
= ~ : 2 (B , Y ) u. 1 (dy) • 
an 
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Hence 1= 2 (. I y) is also a conditional measure and the uniqueness 
of U,2(·\y,N2 ) implies that '.12(·\Y) 3 'J.2(·ly,N2 ) for almost 
every y. This yields 
which proves (A.3) and completes the proof of Lemma A.l .• 
?rQof of Theorem 4.1 (i): Let A € B(ln). Then (A.l) yields 
-1 
~hat ~ 1 - (A) 
'Ne get 
-1 -1 




=J. (O ~2 (.r..» :: -1 .. (N (A» = 
- 2 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 1 (i). • 
To prove the r~~aini~g parts of Theorem 4.1 we need the 
following: 
!.oemma A.2:_ Let N(f) = [(f,11)"",(f,~ )], (S ",:,,-~o) = ~o o' 
n IJ. 1 J lJ 
!.oet D be a linear continuous mapping, 0: =1 ~ F2 , such that 
-1 I"J o ,. 0 , ND ,. N, u. (B) :a u. (DB), v B € B (F 1 ) • 
Then the conditional measure U,2(' ly,N) is D-invariant almost 
everywhere, i.e., there exists a set A = A(D) ~ in such ~at 
u. 1 (A) = 1 and 
?roof: Let 
• 
The measure U,2 (. I y, N) is well defined since DB is measurable 
set. -1 From 0 = D and NO = N we have V(N,y) = DV(N,y). Thus 
4S 
(A. 7) ~2(V(N,y) 1y,N) = ~2(V(N,y) \y,N) = 1. ¥y € in(a.e.). 
Since ~2(OB\' ,N) is U.l-meas~rable, we get 
(A. 8) 
Since :'S J-invariant.. 
(A.9) 
Thus :2(' ly,N) is also a conditional measure of with 
respect to ~. Since a conditional measure is determined 
uniquely ( up to a set 0 f 'Url -measure zero), 'we get 
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Thus there exists a set A dependent on the mappinq 0, 
such that ~l(A) ~ 1 and 
'-l. 2 (B \ y, N) ~ u. 2 (DB \ y , N) , 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.2. 
?roof of Theorem 4.1 (iil: Let mN be the mean element of 
.. , Y 
'':'2 (. ly,N). Then for every 9 € F1 
n Take Of ~ 2 r. l(f,,".)S 11· - f. From Lemma A.2, 1J.2(·\y,N) 
1.= 1. ~ 1. 
:3 D-invariant for almost every y and therefore 
= 2 (O'(y,~) ,g) - S (f,gL..!.2 (dfly,N) 
V(N.y) 
Since 9 is arbitrary, 0\._ ==(y,~), '7y _ i:'l(a.e.}, which N,y 
completes the proof of part (ii). • 
We no~ prove the last part of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (iii): Consider first the info~ation 
operator N, N(f) = ((f,:1 1 ), ... ,(f,n )]. n Let ::l""''!'n'~n+l'''' 
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b. I. b •• i. of F such that (5 "., n .) ~ 3.·. We now calculate 1 ~ 1 J 1J 
th. v.l u.. a ." ~. . (y, N) ,. ( 5 N '1 . , n . ), i, j ::: 1, 2 , .. • i,J l,J ,y 1 J 
Ofcourse,~ .. ~~ .. and, due to Theorem 4.1 (ii), l.,J J,l. 
:to . ,. S (f-0'(y,N),i1.)(f-0'(y,N),n·)U.2(dflY,~), 
l,J V{N,y) 1 J 
Suppose no~ that i is no~ greater than n. Then for every 
f € V(N,y}, (f-~(y,~) ,n.) ::: y. - y. ~ ° which means that 
1 1 1 
~ .. =~ .. = 0, '1y € I.n (a.e.), if i ~ n. l.,J J,l 
Suppose therefore that i,j > n. 
= (c(y,!l),T..) = 0, 
.., 
.J 
Since now (~(y,N),n.) 
1 
:to . = J (:,,,:.)(f':')1"'2( df ly,N), Vy € In(a.e.), 
l.,J V(N,y) 1 J 
consider first i ~ j. Then :or D, Jf = ~ 
Lemma A.2 is applicable and 
a .. ::: 
l, J 
'7 i, j > n. 
2(f,~.)S -, 
l. J. !. 
~ (Of, 1'1;) (Of. n. )""2 (dflY,~) 
~, (N , y) - J 
::: r ((f,"'.)(f,71.) - 2(f.7:.)(f':;·)}·"'2(dflY,~) 
1 J . 1 J V(N,y) 
= -.:I. . 
l, J 
since (S ~ ~) ~ 1 and (S n.,il.) ~ O. II. , II. ! L '1 1 'J U. '1 1 .. 
o .. ::: 0, 
l.,) 
This means that 
Hence~. . may be different from zero only if i = j > n. 
l. , J 
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df ~et ~ 2 ~(YJN) ::: ~n+l,n+l(y,N). We no~ prove that ~i,j (yJN) 
1- n ~ . 
= ~(y,~),/ Y ~ I. (a.e.),'; l. > n. Indeed, take j > n+l and 
Of = f - 2(f, (~ 1 + ~.)/v2)S ((il 1 + il.)/V2). Observe that 
n+ J '... n+ J 
2 2 (f,i j ) = (Of':::"1+1) and that 0 satisfies the assumptions 
of Lemma A.2. Hence 
::: S (f,'T'.)2',.l.2( df ly,N):::::t .. 
V(~.y) J J,J 
as claimed. 
Up to now we have proven that for ever-y i,j = 1,2 .... 
t..~ere exists a set A. . of 'l-measure one suc~ ':.hat 
l. , J -
( s u "'\ .• - .) = a. . (y, N), 'i Y ~ A. .. · ... h ere :!. . _ 0 fer 
.~ ,Y 1.. J 1 , J 1. J . 1. , J 
; " 
- ~ nor i. " j and ~. . (y J !-l' ) = ~ ( Y • N) for i > n. 1,l. Since t:.,""ere 
are at most countab1y many such sets A. . ',.;e can ~cncl:.lde 
l, J 
that there exists a set ,~ such that '.J.l (A) = 1 and 
[:,y,NJ if i 
./ n ........ i ~ j ~ '-'-
(A. lJ) (S!-l' -.,"': . ) .:: '1y 
~ . ,y 1. J 
.;: i .:: j > n 1_ 





~l-me&.ur. zero). consider now the following operator • 
It is easy to check that for every y € l~ (KNly~i,nj) 3 0 
if i ~ n or i ,. j and (K ~. ,r.) ,. ~(y,N) if i > n. This -~,y 1 1 
::'\eans that 
(A. 11 ) s = K = a(y,N)' (I-aN)S I (I-a*N)' N,y ~,y • ... 
5 ince :l(Y,!{) 
and 
" ~n~(y,N)'~l(dY) = 
B. 
( : , ~ 1 ) 2 J. (df) = (S 7' l' -r 1) = 1. 
n+ J. n+ n+ 
To complete the proof we only need to show ~~at the 
:unction :l(',!{) = :l(') does not depend on ~. since letting 
hey) = :ley) we shall prove (iii). 
To prove this, take two information operators ~l and ~2 
of the form (4.6) with carc(N1 ) = card(N2 ) = n. Let Q 
be as in Lemma A. 1. Taking - = Q*- we have 
n+1 'n+l 
(1 2 
= j (f, ~n+l) "'2 (df ly,N1 ) 
Fl 
= ~ (Qf';n+1)2J.2{df\y,N1 ), 
:: 1 
so 
and due to (A.3) of Lemma A.l, we qet 
This completes the proof of part (iii) as well as the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. • 
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